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How to register your account and login to Spinbase.

Registration
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Click here:  

https://spinba.se

1

2

https://spinba.se/
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Go to “Sign up” tab

3

Enter your email and desired password

4

Read & accept the terms of service and 

press “SIGN UP”
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Read this brief instruction 

on how to find EU funding, 

partners and projects on 

Spinbase.

You can choose to not 

show this instruction again 

if you have familiarized 

with the tool.

We suggest keeping this as 

a note to yourself for the 

first 5 log-ins.

Click "Continue" to go to 

the search portal.
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Press “Close” and then “Logout”
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Go to your email inbox and Verify your account7
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8
Verification is done!

9
Close your verification browser windows
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Click here:  

https://spinba.se

10

Click on Login
11

https://spinba.se/
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Go to “Login tab” tab Enter your selected email and password Press “LOG IN”
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Please feel free to watch our video tutorials here: https://spinbase.eu/resources/

How to use Spinbase

https://spinbase.eu/resources/
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Enter your idea or project abstract to semantic 
search – find answers and potentially new ideas

Filter/order the 

results based on 

Match,

Type of action; 

and

Call programme

See the next 

Deadline, the 

Match %,  and € 

amount of total 

budget for each 

Save the results to 

your profile

Match %: This is the similarity

score that the AI engine has

given to each one of the search

results. It means that AI has

read the whole text you

provided as search query, and

analysed it word by word and

then compared that with the

texts associated with each

funding call topics in our

entire database, and as a

result it is recommending that

the higher the % is, there is a

better match.

Hover your mouse over the (i) 

icons and other elements to 

find more explanations and 

instructions
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Find detailed information about each call
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Find all the organizations that have raised their 
interest on a specific topic through EC's databases

1

2

3
4

5

6
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Find out who are the others interested in similar 
topics

Filter the results 

based on

Location, Type of 

organization; and

their Roles

The 2nd way to 

perform the 

partner search 

is from the 

funding 

results you 

have 

identified. 

Simply press 

“PERFORM 

PARTNER 

SEARCH”

in the funding 

results. 
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Find out who have already received funds for similar 
topics

Filter the 

results based 

on Call titles 

and, 

Coordinator 

country
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After finding interesting calls, you can select and 
export those directly to PowerPoint, or Word

1

1

Export as ppt or doc.

2
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E: amir.moslemi@spinverse.com, T: +358 50 3099 953

Let's talk!

mailto:amir.moslemi@spinverse.com

